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As the microwave power absorbed by most biological tis sue is remark

ably influenced by the direction of electric field to the tissue, the 

penetration can be enhanced by utilizing the polarization of electric 

field. 
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According to the definition of penetration, when microwave power 

decreases to 13.6 % of its original value at the surface of a sub

stance, the distance through which it penetrates is refered to as a 

penetrative depth. It can be worked out with the following formula.r: 

d = .,.._ hr/ET tg cf 

where 7'. is the working wavelength, E,. is the relative dielectric 

constant of medium and tgc5 is the tangent of its loss angle. They all 

depend on the working frequency. 

Generally the penetration depth increasas with decrease in working 

frequency if the relative dielectric constant and loss angle a.re con

stant. As a result, the thermal penetration, which is a gradient of 

temperature from surface to the internal tissue, will increase.How

ever, this needs an applicator with a larger aperture and thus more 

microwave power is necessary to the proper power density and heating 

efficiency in tissue. 

However, many biological tissues, especially the muscles, are long

ated with fibrous,construction and the molecular chain of cells is 

arranged in a line. Some biological activity is delivered along the 

direction of the molecular chain. From the view ,of electrical proper

ty of medium, the particles are liable to move along the qirec tion of 

molecular chain. There-fore the biological tissue can be readily 



polarized whE:·n the electric field is parallel to the fibre of the mu

scles and the maximum of relative dielectric constant and tangent of 

its loss angle will be fo1L~d. The minL~um of relative dielectric con

stant and tangent of its loss angle will be found when the electric 

field is perpendicular to fibre. This indicates that muscle is an an-

isotropic medium and the property of medium varies with electric field. 

So the penetration can be modified by means of adjusting the electric 

field to the muscle fibres in the same frequency of microwave hyper

therrnia. In other words we can adjust the value of thermal penetration 

by controlling thed.irection of electric field to the muscle fibres if 

the polarization of applicator is known. 

According to the analysis mentioned above, experiments under two ex

treme cases were carried out on pig muscle in vitro. The irradiation 

made with the electric field was parallel to theqirection of fibre 

and perpendicular each other, when the polarization of electric field 

in waveguide applicator was known. The temperature rise was measured 

after irradiation. In order to reduce the effect ofthermal conduction, 

observation were made under high power and short duration of exposure. 

The power density reached to 700mw/co\ the measurement of changing tem

perature were record •in fifteen minute.· 

The curves of the results as follows: 

Fig 1 shows that the diffe~ence of temperature rise between thf case 

of the electric field parallel to the direction of fibre( E//L) and 

the case of the electric field perpendicular to the direction cf fibre 

( E j_ L ) at 1 cm depth. There is 18 °C difference at 1 cm depth between 

those two condition after 15 minute irradiation. 

It is clear from Fig 2 that the temperature rise for the E//L and 
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Fig 1 Curves of temperature rise 

T at 1 cm depth 

Fig 2 Curves of temperature rise 

Tat 2 cm depth 

Fig 3 Curves of temperature rise 

T at 3 cm depth 
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Ej_ Lare close ctt 2 cm depth. there is only 1 °C difference between the 

above two condition after 15 minute irradiation. 

It is worth noticing from Fig 3 that the temperature rise for the 

electric field perpendicular with the fibre is higher than that the 

electric field parallel with the fibre at 3 cm depth. There is 4 °C dif

ference between E..LL and E//1 after 15 minute irradiation. 

A similar case is appeared at 4 cm depth, there ,is 2°C higher be

tween E J_ L and E// L after 15 minute irradiation. 

More thermal _penetration will be obtained when the electric field is 

perpendicular to the muscle fibres than with the electric field parallel 

to the fibre, t~ough the microwave power density remains the same. In 

other words we can adjust the thermal penetration by utilizing the po

larization- of electric field. 

If the surface coolL~g system is used, the rise in temperature will 

be reduced abcn1t 16 °C on the surface a:-id 7 .5 °C at 1 cs depth in our 

experiments. Bu: t~ere is little 
. .,. , 
in1. .i.uence on the temperature rise when 

the depth is over 2 cm. Thus the microwave power can be enlarged and 

the thermal penetration will be futher enhanced if a surface cooling 

system is used. 
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